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About This Game

Perhaps one day you will find yourself in a strange land, alone and helpless. And in this world, your name is, Ayni.

There is only one kind of tool in each world and you even need to use this 1 tool to break through any challenge. In the bubble
world, there are bubble generating agencies that you can use to float in the sky to complete all the challenges. In the hot world,
there is a fire column switch, which is used to control the movement of walls and land, control the layout of the entire scene to
pass through the levels. Different challenges reflect different principles, which inspire people to think about real life. As you

constantly explore, the world will become interesting beyond imagination. Of course, there are dangerous and exciting
challenges, Lords of element is difficult to deal with!

Every level looks small, but it takes you to activate your brain. If you are temporarily unable to pass through the level, you can
open the tips in the game and you may be inspired. In a floating world, bubble generating devices can slow down the descent
speed and protect themselves. the core challenge in the whole chapter is to design through bubbles. The core challenge of the

flame world is how to use the switch. having fire can turn the switch on or off.

Various roles can be purchased in the store. ninja,bear man,eggshell gentlemen,future No.1,miku,and so on.

Key Features:
•Short but intricately designed levels.

•Unpredictable ways of passing the levels.
•You can do almost anything with one kind of trap, of course, it requires some imagination.

•Read in the level, learn how to do things in the challenge like.
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•About roles, the types you like may be here.
•Play easy and wonderful music at random.

Ready and go!
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Title: Ayni Fairyland
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
CapPlay
Publisher:
CapPlay
Release Date: 21 Jan, 2019
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English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Turkish,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Portuguese,Korean
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Complete Rubbish. if u put time in to the game u will see most these people are not playing any hours to lern or no the game
well to make a point. if they had played long they would had seen there iS A GPS stystem u have to buy for your truck then u
will no were to go. all and all its a hell of a great game even if it cost a 100$ noing what I no about the game I would had payed
and amount of cash for it. yup still 1 of my most favort game great replay abitly. I will aways come back to this game. for a
cheap game it offers a lot. and is for most part changing game. I feel like a god then get
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665haned to me in a wreak. and lose every thing. this game is a classic u can bye trucks. and
for most part I love most about that game is grind 1 more hour just so I can play the new truch with a diffrent driveing style.
well 1 hour truneds into 24 hours with no food or sleep. this game also made me wont to bye a real truck in real life. and it maby
me love truchs so much I spent some time learning about these trucks in real life. After purchasing Bitmap2Material 3
Professional Upgrade, I do not see "Professional" in my Library. I am not able to export SBSAR files. Is there some sort of
install process or licensing key I need to apply? My library just says Bitmap2Material. It does not indicate that I have pro! This
is very frustrating.. This is a very fun truck drivin' game,you can have a good time over the road and driving in a nice truck.But
my problem is that the frieghtliner fld is super mesed up but that doesnt matter because the realism of this game is amazing.. A
spooktacular game of mystery and evil perfect for halloween. Those new to mystery games will find themselves hitting the hint
button alot, though the game is friendly to new players since any puzzle can be skipped or the hint button can be hit if stuck.
Cant get lost because there is a map highlighting where an object of importance is to continue the story.

The Hidden Object Puzzles can be very difficult, there are things that can be moved on screen in the puzzles, meaning you just
need to click everything to see what moves if there is an item behind it since there is no cursor change. Due to the games age
many objects are difficult to spot due to them being very small or the detail is so low they cant be clearly seen. During puzzles it
may ask to find a heart, or a knife, but there will be tons of hearts or knives meaning finding some arbitrary one. Other times
objects are just named wrong such as saying "darts" but there are none instead there is a dartboard you click instead.

There are not many full on Halloween games on steam so this is worth trick or treating it up.
Rating: 7\/10 Value: $2.99. A cross between a rail shooter and "The Lab"s Xortex; pretty good looking with reasonable detail
and a cool space battle backdrop. It's good fun but it's also really hard.. I will say this upfront: if you are a hardcore Cricket fan,
and if you enjoy the statistical side to the game, then you may end up liking this game. There are two core aspects to the game:
selection of your team, and then setting fields and managing how aggressive your bowlers and batsmen are during the games
themselves. You don\u2019t have any direct control over the players, so in many ways it\u2019s sort of a cricket match
simulator. The amount of input you put into the game is quite minimal, so it feels like a casual game with a strong statistical
emphasis. The main difficulty with the game is the selection process, as you don\u2019t have access to any attributes, aside
from their statistical records in previous matches, which like a real cricket selector means you either have to choose based on
gut instinct, or record over a period of time.
Whilst this simplistic style of game can be endearing, ultimately it\u2019s hard to recommend at this price, as the game has not
fundamentally changed in over 15 years, and the incremental changes are hardly revolutionary. The graphics and UI are awful.
The lack of a player editor to fix basic errors in details and ability means that to seasoned cricket fans the database will frustrate,
as the game outside of England is not well scouted or balanced and don\u2019t often reflect real world abilities. I understand the
decision not to include editor is because the game is so similar to previous editions; fans would be able to update them
themselves and wouldn\u2019t spend the money. However, when the database is so fundamentally flawed, I cannot let it slide.
If you haven\u2019t played this series before, it\u2019s well worth a look. If you have a recent edition, there\u2019s not enough
new content to warrant the asking price.
. A better Mega Man clone than Mighty No. 9. Playing this game is like reading a book, meanwhile it has abundant illustrations
and lifelike characters, and wonderful professional character voices and melodious background music make you personally
\u201cBE THERE\u201d. Players can through interacting with many different kinds of beautiful girls promote the development
of the plot of the game, and need to be in the key link of the game branch to make the right decision , so that they can reach the
perfect ending.
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So boring. This game is ONLY hidden object puzzles. NO PLOT, no real scenery or progression of story except little video
clips between puzzles. No voices, which in itself is not a bad thing, but in this game it just adds to the misery. Not my type of
game.. LET THEM EAT HONEY 10\/10. Anime style side-scrolling bullet-hell shooter, great for those who really want a
challenge.. Gr8, wish the backpack stayed.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME UNLESS YOU HATE YOURSELF

First off the negatives.
My car (with a reliability trait) is lucky to make it through the race, 36 races in the season and my car finished 3 of them.
The field of drivers\/crew chiefs to choose from are all terrible, if I do finish the race it will be in 30th or worse.
Any car I R&D is much better than starting cars but still can't hang with the rest of the field and the cars dont progress stats.
Sound is waaaaaaaay too loud and is either on or off.
Can't modify car in any way, no parts, paint or decals.
Sponsors offer nothing but money, which is really only good for car repairs since my car is broke after every race.
Hire 4 drives and own 2 cars but can only run one of each per race.
Where do drivers and crew chiefs go after you cut them? what happens when there is no more?
Many more negatives but dont care to go on, game says I have 25 hours played.... I left it open for almost a full day.... I have
never reviewed a game on steam but I felt like I had to on this one just to save someones money and sanity.

Positives.
I can play multiple seasons.
Thats about it.

I will keep this game in my library in hopes of months from now it become a real game and I can play it since I really like the
concept, just wish it wasn't made by a 15 year old in 1996 that just learned how to make a website.
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